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Abstract: The observed ENSO statistics exhibits a non-Gaussian behavior, which is indicative
of the presence of nonlinear processes. In this paper, we use the Recharge Oscillator Model
(ROM), a largely used Low-Order Model (LOM) of ENSO, as well as methodologies borrowed
from the field of statistical mechanics to identify which aspects of the system may give rise to
nonlinearities that are consistent with the observed ENSO statistics. In particular, we are interested in
understanding whether the nonlinearities reside in the system dynamics or in the fast atmospheric
forcing. Our results indicate that one important dynamical nonlinearity often introduced in the ROM
cannot justify a non-Gaussian system behavior, while the nonlinearity in the atmospheric forcing can
instead produce a statistics similar to the observed. The implications of the non-Gaussian character
of ENSO statistics for the frequency of extreme El Niño events is then examined.
Keywords: non-Hamiltonian complex systems; Fokker–Planck equation; transport coefficients;
El Niño-La Niña; Lie evolution; projection approach
1. Non-Gaussian-Nonlinear Features of the ENSO Statistics
It is well established that some aspects of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) have a
non-Gaussian statistics, a characteristic that is indicative of some underlying nonlinear process.
For example, the plot of the frequency of the Niño 3 index (averaged Sea Surface Temperature
(SST) anomalies in the region 5◦ S–5◦ N, 150◦ W–90◦ W) shows that the likelihood of large positive
SST anomalies is greater than that of negative anomalies (Figure 1), indicating that the SST anomalies
achieved in the eastern equatorial Pacific during the mature phase of an El Niño are larger than those
occurring during la Niña events. Another asymmetry is the duration of the transition from one ENSO
phase to the other, with a rapid transition from El Niño to La Niña, but a slower transition from La
Niña to El Niño [1]. The duration of El Niño events tends to be shorter than that of La Niña ones,
and the range of El Niño flavors is larger than that of La Niña [2].
This non-Gaussian behavior is quantified by the positive skewness of the SST distribution:
γ1 ∼ 0.7. A positive kurtosis γ2 ∼ 1.1 also clearly indicates that extreme events are more likely to
occur than for a normal distribution.
The non-Gaussianity of the histogram arises from non-linear contributions in the equation
of motion governing the system, and it is important to understand which nonlinearities play the
most relevant role in the ENSO evolution. We know that ENSO is the result of complex large-scale
ocean-atmosphere interactions that also include non-linear processes. For instance, An and Jin [3]
proposed that the Nonlinear Dynamical Heating (NDH) in the ocean mixed layer is crucial for
generating intense El Niño events, mainly due to the vertical nonlinear advection. Asymmetries
in intensity can also result from ocean-atmosphere coupling processes (e.g., [4]) or from the nonlinear
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response of the zonal wind stress to ENSO SST anomalies [5,6]. In general, the complexity of the
ENSO, as for most of the large-scale phenomena resulting from the ocean-atmosphere interaction,
makes it challenging to understand the general key features of the statistics and dynamics of the
events. Thus, to mimic the highly complex nature of ENSO events, as the diversity in spatial flavors
and the “non-normal” growth of fluctuations [7], large multivariate linear models with multivariate
additive stochastic perturbations have been exploited [8,9]. Here, we focus instead on Low Order
Models (LOMs), i.e., the set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) for ENSO, perturbed by a fast
and chaotic forcing. Probably, a more realistic modeling of ENSO should merge these two pictures
(multidimensionality and nonlinearities). A deeper discussion about the effective and respective roles
of the dimension and of the nonlinearities of an LOM to model the complexity of ENSO goes beyond
the task of the present work.
The tropical Pacific can be well described by shallow water equations driven at the surface by the
easterly trade winds, thus allowing for a drastic simplification of the system dynamics.
Simple shallow water equations together with the assumption of a large timescale separation
between the ENSO dynamics and the typical dynamics of atmospheric processes make it possible to
reduce the description of the dynamics of the ENSO-relevant variables, to a relatively simple LOM.
This LOM can be separated in a slow part, or “system of interest”, associated with the slow evolution
of oceanic variables like SST and thermocline depth, and a fast “rest of the system” that primarily
includes fast atmospheric processes, e.g., the Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO), the Westerly Wind
Bursts (WWBs), etc., which are considered important in forcing ENSO. ENSO LOMs that have been
extensively considered in the literature include the Recharge Oscillator Model (ROM, e.g., [10–17]
among many others) and the Delayed Oscillator (DO, e.g., [18,19]). In these models, ENSO events are
triggered by the forcing provided by the fast atmospheric variables, which are usually represented as a
stochastic perturbation of the system of interest.
The simplified representation of ENSO in the LOMs provides a suitable framework for examining
the impact of the system nonlinearities on the ENSO statistics. In particular, an important question
is whether the relevant nonlinearities reside in the interaction among the variables of the system
of interest (dynamical nonlinearities), as suggested, for example in [18], or are associated with the
interaction of the system of interest with the atmospheric fast forcing, as indicated, among others,
by [6,20].
The fast atmospheric forcing can be included in two ways: considering this forcing as stochastic
or assuming a deterministic motion with initial conditions distributed according to some distribution
(the Gibbs idea of ensemble). The former approach is often used in the oceanographic field, where the
dynamics is divided into a slow and a very fast and chaotic component, and the fast part is considered
to be random (usually modeled as white noise) [21–25]. The latter approach has been largely used
in the context of the foundation of statistical mechanics and thermodynamics and, more recently,
also in the oceanographic field by some of the authors [17,26,27]. It aims at starting from more realistic
deterministic systems (instead of the stochastic ones), and by using projection- perturbation procedures,
it allows managing also the cases in which the time scale separation between the dynamics of the
part of interest and that of the rest of the system is not so large: this is the reason why in this work,
we shall focus on the projection-perturbation approach, which has been applied to the multi-scale
ENSO system.
Both approaches have their strengths and weaknesses, and a large literature has been devoted
to justify both from a formal and theoretical point of view (for a review about the foundation of the
stochastic approach, see [28], and for the projection approach, see, e.g., [29–33]). It is far beyond
the scope of the present work to discuss the foundation of these approaches. However, both aim
at obtaining a Partial Differential Equation (PDE), ideally a Fokker–Planck Equation (FPE), guiding
the dynamics of the Probability Density Function (PDF) for the variables of the part of interest of
the system.
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The FPE has been historically used to describe the PDF of Brownian-like particles [34,35]. Actually,
the FPE has been recognized as a very useful tool for modeling a wide variety of stochastic phenomena
arising in physics, chemistry, biology, finance, traffic flow, etc. [36]. The importance of the FPE
cannot be overestimated, and in the classical books of stochastic methods, it is obtained from a
truncating Kramers–Moyal expansion of the Markovian master equation [37–39]. From an FPE, it is
possible to obtain statistical information about the quantity of interest. For example, the FPE is
the major approach for determining, both analytically and numerically, important quantities like
the First Passage Time (FPT; see for example [40]), in a variety of contexts ranging from civil and
mechanical engineering, physical chemistry [41–43], disordered systems [44,45], neuroscience [46,47],
biochemistry [48], biomedicine, mathematical financing, image processing, computer science, etc.
More generally, the possibility of using an FPE to model the statistical behavior of the relevant
properties of the variables of interest is often crucial because the FPE is the only non-trivial partial
differential equation that in many cases can be approached for a solution with analytical tools, and
it looks like a Schrodinger equation [49]. In the present paper, we shall obtain a general FPE for
the perturbed linear/non-linear ROM representing the ENSO dynamics, and we will compare some
general statistical features resulting from the FPE (such as the stationary PDF, the relaxation properties
and the average timing of the events) with observations, to infer the specific nature of the nonlinearities
of the ENSO modeled by the ROM.
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Figure 1. Histogram of the frequency for the three-month average Niño 3 data from NOAA [50]. The
dashed line is the best fit of the stationary PDF found in [17] (strongly skewed and with a heavy tail),
and solid blue line is a normal distribution with the same average and variance of the observation data.
The contents are organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to reviewing and discussing the way
the ROM emerges as an LOM describing the dynamics of the anomalies of the thermocline depth and
of the SST of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. This section shows from both a physical and observational
point of view that the ROM can provide a good representation of the ENSO dynamics. In Section 3,
we start discussing the nonlinearities, and we present a first result of the present paper: comparing
observations with the model, it is hard to justify/detect possibly internal dynamical nonlinearities for
the ROM (nonlinear coupling between the ROM variables). In Section 4, we introduce and justify the
nonlinear coupling between the unperturbed ROM and the fast (but not extremely fast) forcing (mostly
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by the atmosphere). In Section 5, starting from the perturbed ROM, we exploit recent results [17,26,27]
to obtain the explicit expression of the FPE for the ROM. This is mainly a review of previous results, but
it is developed rather extensively here to make the present work self-contained. In Section 6, we use
different methods (averages of first moments, covariance matrix, first passage time, power spectrum
and expectation of the process time increments) to infer, from data, the values of the FPE coefficients,
comparing them with the theoretical ones. The aim is to assess where the nonlinearities responsible for
the non-Gaussian features of the ENSO statistics reside. Section 7 is devoted to discussing the results
and drawing conclusions.
2. The Dynamics of the Components of the ENSO: The Recharge Oscillator Model
The El Niño Southern Oscillation, also known as ENSO, is a periodic fluctuation of the SST
(El Niño) and the sea level pressure (Southern Oscillation) across the equatorial Pacific Ocean.
The fluctuations arise over a normal condition of strong SST gradient between the east (cold tongue)
and the west (warm pool) equatorial Pacific Ocean. ENSO is a complicated, not yet fully-understood,
coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomenon in which basin-wide changes in sea surface temperatures,
trade winds and atmospheric convection are intimately related. However, the particular ocean
and atmosphere conditions that generate, and in some way also define, the El Niño/La Niña
events allow the representation of the key ocean-atmospheric feedbacks responsible for this complex
phenomenon in a simplified fashion.
The upper layer of the tropical Pacific Ocean, responsible for the energy and momentum exchange
with the atmosphere, is a very long strip of water with a meridional width of a few hundred kilometers,
a zonal extension of about 10,000 km and an average depth of about 120 m, as defined by the depth
of the thermocline. The water in this strip flows over the deeper and colder ocean, from the South
American coasts to the warm Asian coasts, mainly driven by the easterly trade winds and “trapped”
in the convergence ocean zone, around the equatorial latitude, ultimately due to the Coriolis effect.
This motion accumulates warm water in the western Pacific Ocean, and because of the closed
eastern boundary, it forces the cold and deep water to rise up in the eastern Pacific to compensate the
surface water moving westward. This process generates the strong SST gradient between the two sides
of the basin, which, in normal conditions, is in equilibrium with the easterly trade winds.
During an El Niño (La Niña) event, this SST gradient from east to west is reduced (increased): we
consider that an El Niño (La Niña) event is occurring when the SST anomaly on the east equatorial
Pacific is greater (lesser) than 0.5 (−0.5) degrees Celsius with respect to the average value. The SST
anomalies are related to the thermocline depth anomalies. Thus, the key quantities that characterize
ENSO in the equatorial Pacific Ocean are the SST anomaly (TE) in the eastern part of the domain,
usually described in terms of the Niño 3index (average SST in the area 5◦ S–5◦ N, 150◦ W–90◦ W),
and the zonal average of the anomaly of the thermocline depth (h).
Exploiting these very peculiar physical conditions of the equatorial surface layer of the Pacific
Ocean and from two-box (east and west side, respectively), two-strip (equatorial and off equatorial,
respectively) approximations of the shallow water Navier–Stokes (NS) equations applied to the
tropical Pacific Ocean, Jin obtained the following very simple system of linear equations for the Pacific
equatorial thermocline depth anomaly [10,11]:
h˙W = −r hW − α τs (1a)
hE − hW = τs (1b)
where τs is the zonally-integrated wind stress anomaly, the subscript W (E) means that the variables
refer to the west (east) side of the basin, the friction term r collectively represents the damping of the
upper ocean system through mixing and the equatorial energy loss to the boundary layer currents at
the east and west sides of the ocean basin, and it is set in the range 6.3 month. r−1. 8.0 months [10,11].
Equation (1b) describes the zonal tilt of the thermocline, which is in balance with the equatorial zonal
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wind stress forcing on interannual time scales (e.g., [10,51]). The Kelvin and Rossby waves, which
accomplish the adjustment processes, are filtered out, in this picture, because the timescale of the mode
retained in this approximation is much longer than the basin crossing time of these waves. If one
assumes that for a given steady wind stress forcing, the zonal mean thermocline anomaly of this
linear system is about zero at the equilibrium state, that is, hE + hW = 0 (at equilibrium), then from
Equation (1), one finds that α shall be about half of r.
The work in [10,11] provided a physical basis for the simple linear relationships in Equation (1),
in the long wave, two-strip approximation.
Notice that if the wind stress τs were a fast forcing completely independent of the dynamics of
the thermocline depth anomaly, Equation (1) would give rise to a very simple relaxation process with
relaxation time given by 1/r, which, of course, is not what happens in reality. In fact, as we shall see
below, the wind dynamics has a slow part that is strongly correlated with the dynamics of h via a
direct linear relationship with the other ENSO variable: the SST anomaly TE.
A linear ODE for the thermodynamics relationship between the variation of the anomalous SST
and the thermocline depth was proposed in [10,11,52,53] and related subsequent works:
T˙E = −c TE + γ hE + δSτs,E. (2)
where the first term on the right-hand side is a damping process with a collective damping rate c.
The second term describes the influence on TE of the thermocline displacement, and δS is the Ekman
pumping coefficient of the vertical advective feedback processes due to the wind stress averaged over
the domain, which actually can be considered vanishing (see [10,52,53] for details): δS = 0.
Using Equation (1b), we can rewrite Equation (2) as:
T˙E = −c TE + γ hW + γ τs. (3)
The above equation relates the dynamics of TE to that of hW . However, as we have already
observed, also the dynamics of hW , given in Equation (1), depends on the values of the TE variable.
This dependence is due to the fact that the wind stress τs is strongly influenced by the zonal SST
gradient. In effect, in most of the works on the ROM [52,53] and on the DO [18], it is explicitly assumed
that the following linear relationship holds true:
τs = b TE + g(t), (4)
where g(t) is a fast “chaotic” fluctuating function of time. In this work, we define as “chaotic” a
unidimensional function of time g(t) if its dynamics can be considered “almost ” random so as to
allow us to substitute it safely with a genuine stochastic process or to use a second-order perturbation
projection approach, as hereafter specified. In the first case, we should exploit well-known works
about limit theorems (e.g., [54]) and introduce a more specific chaotic hypothesis (e.g., [55,56]) that,
actually, has been proven to be satisfied only by highly idealized mathematical models. In the second
case, the requests are less stringent, because it is enough that for any n ∈ N, the correlation function
〈g(t)g(t + t1)...g(t + tn)〉 decays “quickly enough” for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, to avoid divergences in the
neglected terms obtained with the perturbation procedure [29,57–59]. The extensive use of the quotes
is to stress the fact that, as already stated in the Introduction, it is beyond the focus of the present work
to discuss the dynamical foundation of stochastic processes/statistical mechanics. For further use, we
specify that the symbol 〈...〉 indicates a time average: 〈a〉 := limT→∞
∫ T
0 a(t)dt/T, but we shall exploit
the ergodic assumption and the Gibbs idea to turn the time averages into ensemble averages.
Equation (4) implies that the slow component of the wind stress and the slow component of TE
are proportional to each other. Figure 1 of the paper [60] supports this assumption, and we further
validate this hypothesis by analyzing the NOAA data [61], as detailed in Appendix A, where the
wind stress anomaly τs is divided into slow (τs,slow) and fast (τs, f ast) components. The τs,slow data are
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obtained from the one-year average of τs data, while τs, f ast ≡ τs − τs,slow can be identified with g(t)
of (4).
Exploiting Equation (4), from Equations (1b) and (3), we obtain the well-known linear ROM:
h˙W = −rhW − αbTE − αg(t)
T˙E = γhW − λ TE + γg(t), (5)
with λ ≡ c− γb.
Considering that α is quite smaller than γ [10,11], we disregard the forcing term −αg(t) in the
first equation of System (5), and finally, we are led to the following simplified linear ROM:
h˙W = −rhW − αbTE
T˙E = γhW − λ TE + g(t) (6)
where we have included the constant γ in the definition of the fast part g(t) of the wind stress τs.
The result of Equation (6) is really remarkable because it is a very simple, but still informative,
description of a complex large-scale ocean/atmosphere process. We can consider it on the same footing
as the Onsager linear regression principle, chemical reaction rate models [43] and other linear results
of standard thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, which arise as large time and space scale
phenomena from an underlying complex fast and chaotic dynamics.
3. Is a Possible Internal Nonlinearity Relevant?
Because of the linear relationship between hE and TE of Equation (2), the “internal” dynamics (i.e.,
for g(t) = 0) of the ROM of Equation (6) is, by construction, linear. However, a linear relationship in
the real world is almost always an approximation; thus in this section, we analyze the possibility that a
nonlinear correction is effectively present in the interaction between the thermocline depth anomaly
and the SST anomaly, and we try to evaluate if this correction can contribute to the non-Gaussian
features of the ENSO. Actually, in [18], it is argued that a nonlinear cubic relationship between the
anomalous subsurface temperature Tsub and the thermocline depth anomaly should be taken into
account:
Tsub = a hE − e∗ h3E +O(h5E), (7)
where the values for the coefficients a and e∗ have been roughly estimated in [18] as a ∼ 0.14 ◦C m−1
and e∗ ∼ 3× 10−5 ◦C m−3. From this nonlinear relation, a small cubic term in hE would enter also in
Equation (2) [18]. Given the very small value of the ratio e∗/a, the cubic term should play some role
only for hE ≥ ±2σhE (σhE is the standard deviation of hE that is a little over 10 m [62]), reaching the same
value of the linear term for about hE ∼
√
a/e∗ = 36 m (about 3σhE ). Using these arguments, in [63],
it has been already shown that assuming a nonlinear ROM linearly interacting with the atmosphere,
we obtain a non-normal stationary PDF. However, as we can see in Figure. 5 of [60], both observations
and numerical results show that the relationship between Tsub and h is far more linear than what
was suggested in [18]. In fact, this figure shows a small dispersion of the data around the linear fit,
for a range of values of hE that spans beyond ±4σhE . Thus, we have evidence, from observations, that
the nonlinear correction to the linear ROM is quite smaller that the (already small) value estimated
in [18]. However, to evaluate the relevance of this small nonlinear term for the ENSO statistics, we also
have to account for the behavior of the PDF for large values of h. To estimate the PDF including the
nonlinear correction in the interaction between the thermocline depth anomaly and the SST anomaly,
we consider the following nonlinear ROM:
h˙W = −rhW − αbTE
T˙E = γU′(hW)− λ TE + g(t), (8)
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in which
U(hW) = h2W/2+ κ h
4
W/4+O(h
6
W) (9)
where for a generic function f (x), we have defined f ′(x) := d f (x)/dx and κ is a parameter that,
according to the above results, is much smaller than the value of the ratio e∗/a, i.e., κ << 10−4 m−2. The
stationary PDF that can be derived from Equation (8), considering g(t) as an additive fast fluctuating
forcing, is as follows. We change variables: v ≡ −rhW − αbTE, x = hW , and Equation (8) becomes:
x˙ = v
v˙ = −αbγU′(x)− λr x− (r + λ) v− αb g(t). (10)
If g(t) is assumed to be a white noise with a correlation function 〈g(0)g(t)〉 = 2dδ(t), Equation (10)
describes the dynamics of a particle with coordinate x, velocity v, in an “almost” harmonic potential
given by:
V(x) = αbγU(x) + λr
x2
2
' (λr + αbγ) x
2
2
+ αbγ κ
x4
4
(11)
and interacting with a thermal bath with friction r + λ and “temperature” Θ = α2b2d/(r + λ). It is
well known that the stationary PDF for such a system is the “canonical” one:
ρs(x, v) = Z e−
H(x,v)
Θ , (12)
where Z is the normalization constant and H(x, v) ≡ V(x) + v22 is the Hamiltonian. Thus, Θ is the
variance of the “velocity” variable v: Θ = 〈v2〉s ≡ σ2v . As for the x (= hW) variable, we notice that,
given the small value of the κ parameter, the non-harmonic term αbγ κ x4/4 in the potential V(x) of
Equation (11) gives a negligible contribution to the variance; thus, we also haveΘ ' (λr+ αbγ)〈x2〉s :=
(λr + αbγ)σ2x . Therefore, the stationary PDF of Equation (12) is very well approximated by a Gaussian
function until the nonlinear term of the potential αbγ κ x
4
4 enters into play, but, as already noted, this
happens when x = hW far exceeds at least two standard deviations, i.e., where the non-Gaussian
feature could not really emerge because of the extremely low value of the PDF of Equation (12). Thus,
we are led to the conclusion that the possibly nonlinear interaction between the internal ROM variables
cannot inherently be the cause of the observed non-Gaussian properties of the ENSO statistics.
Notice that if we consider the external forcing g(t) as a correlated noise (i.e., not white) or as a
weak deterministic chaotic perturbation with a finite time scale (namely, with correlation function
that decays in a finite time), using a Zwanzig-like projection approach in the perturbation version
of [64–66], we obtain a stationary PDF for the ROM variables that is similar to the one in Equation (12),
apart from some small changes in the parameter Θ and in the coefficients of the potential V(x). Thus,
also in these non-Markovian cases, the same argument of the previous white noise case applies: the
non-Gaussian features of the PDF would be negligible and not as pronounced as observed.
So far, we have shown that analyzing the relations between the dynamics of hW and TE, it is hard
to find nonlinearities strong enough to justify the non-Gaussian behavior of the ENSO statistics. Thus,
from now on, we shall assume that the non-harmonic term in the potential U(hW) of Equation (9)
can be neglected. Namely, we return to the linear ROM of Equation (6) and attempt to justify the
observed nonlinearities focusing on the interaction of the slow components of the ROM of Equation (6)
with g(t).
It is worthwhile to remark that a recent study [67] has highlighted the importance of the nonlinear
advective terms in the upper-ocean temperature equations as a source of ENSO nonlinearities and
the resulting non-Gaussianity of eastern Pacific SST anomalies. These nonlinear advective terms,
which have been collectively termed Nonlinear Dynamical Heating (NDH), are primarily controlled
by the anomalies of the zonal advection term (u′∂xT′; see [67] for the nomenclature). However,
the asymmetric influence of the nonlinear zonal advection term upon warm and cold ENSO events
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may be linked to the distinctive multiplicative character of the anomalous wind forcing of ENSO,
which is stronger for positive than negative anomalies. Nonlinearities in the surface forcing and their
influence on the SST statistics are described in the next section.
Before doing that, however, we simplify Equation (6) a little in the following way:
h˙ = −ω TE
T˙E = ω h− λ TE + g(t), (13)
where h ≡ (hW + hE)/2 is the zonally-averaged thermocline depth anomaly (directly related to the
anomalous heat accumulated in the Equatorial Pacific Ocean), a choice justified by the arguments and
results of [12], shortly summarized hereafter. First, Equation (1b) implies that the tilt of the thermocline
reacts almost instantaneously to wind stress, but it is more realistic to assume that the adjustment
of the thermocline depth takes a finite time, approximately the time it takes for a Kelvin wave to
propagate from the western central Pacific to the east. Thus, Equation (1b) should be replaced by:
h˙E = −γh(hE − hW − τs).
Second, repeating the same steps that led us from Equation (1b) to Equation (6), we get an
unperturbed ROM given by three differential equations that better represent the ENSO dynamics,
leading to a better agreement among the parameter of the model and observations. Finally, studying
in detail the feature of this linear three-degrees of freedom system, we see that one eigenstate has a fast
decay time (shorter than one month); thus, the dynamics is attracted toward a two-dimensional slow
manifold, well represented by the reduced ROM of Equation (13).
Suitable values for ω and λ (the “friction” coefficient) can be obtained by using phenomenological
considerations when deriving the ROM from building block equations and/or directly from a fit to
observations (see [12]). In the literature, we find different values that range from 2pi /48 month−1–2pi
/36 month−1 for ω and from 1/12 month−1–1/6 month−1 for λ. We shall see in the following that we
can shrink these ranges.
4. The Multiplicative Nature of the Forcing
In some recent works, it has been shown that to account for the instability of the dynamics,
the skewness and the tail of the observed stationary PDF of the ENSO, the perturbation forcing g(t) of
the ROM cannot be simply additive, but a multiplicative term, directly correlated with the additive
one, should also be considered [14,15,17], leading to a perturbation of the form:
g(t) = e(1+ βTE)ξ(t), (14)
where ξ(t) is a fast chaotic fluctuating term and e is a parameter that controls the strength of the
interaction. Many facts support the hypothesis given by Equation (14):
• the multiplicative nature of the ENSO forcing provided by the Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO)
and its higher frequency tail ([68,69] and the references therein);
• multiplicative fast forcings typically emerge from the general perturbation approaches to
large-scale ocean dynamics [70,71];
• considering the nonlinear nature of the heat budget equation for the surface mixed layer [72], we
get multiplicative fast fluctuations in both the net surface/subsurface heat flux and the advective
contributions [16,67,70,71].
Concerning the last point, we again notice that the equatorial Pacific zonal subsurface NDH
u′∂xT′, which plays a role in the asymmetry of the El Niño-La Niña events [67], may be linked to the
multiplicative term eβTEξ(t) of Equation (14), assuming that ξ(t) and TE are directly related to u′ and
∂xT′, respectively.
Thus, inserting Equation (14) into the ROM of Equation (13), we get:
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h˙ = −ω TE
T˙E = ω h− λ TE + e(1+ βTE)ξ(t), (15)
that is the final model we shall take into account hereafter.
When ξ(t) is a white noise, the term (1 + βTE)ξ(t) is often named
Correlated-Additive-Multiplicative (CAM) noise [21–23], but we shall extend this notation
also to deterministic (i.e., not stochastic) processes, saying that (1 + βTE)ξ(t) is a CAM forcing. In
Section 6, starting from observations, we shall use a statistical inference method for diffusion processes
with nonlinear drift to estimate the effective contribution of the CAM forcing with respect to a more
simple additive fast forcing.
In general, it is reasonable that at least a part of the additive forcing should not be correlated
with the multiplicative one, i.e., that there are different independent fast chaotic forcings that can be
collected as an independent additive contribution, uncorrelated to the previous one, considered above:
g(t) = f (t) + (1+ βTE)ξ(t), (16)
where f (t) is uncorrelated with ξ(t). However, for the sake of simplicity, we do not consider this
possibility here. This more general ROM will be examined in a subsequent paper.
We want to stress again that we do not make the assumption that the forcing term ξ(t) of
Equation (15) has a stochastic nature. ξ(t) is a deterministic “chaotic” forcing, and statistics is
introduced by using the Gibbs concept of ensemble (our PDF).
5. The Fokker–Planck Equation Guiding the Statistics of the ROM
The ROM of Equation (15) must be validated by observations of the ENSO, namely we must
use some data analysis approach to infer the values of the coefficients of the ROM of Equation (15).
Due to the multiplicative character of the perturbation, the system is not linear; thus, strictly speaking,
well consolidated approaches based on the Gaussian properties of the data dispersion, such as the
Linear Inversion Model (LIM), cannot be used in this case. However, as will be shown in the next
section, if we observe only, or if we are interested only in the first (the mean) and the second (the
variance) moments, then the system of Equation (15) looks to be linear, with eigenvalues that are
weakly renormalized by the β parameter. Of course, replacing the nonlinear ROM of Equation (15) with
a linear one, all the information concerning large deviations from the averages will be lost. Because
we are interested in evaluating the role of the nonlinearities in the ENSO dynamics, modeled by the
perturbed ROM, we would need an FPE for the PDF of the SST anomalies that fully retains the nonlinear
nature of the interaction between the ENSO variables of interest (h, TE) and the collective variable
ξ(t) of Equation (15). In this way, in fact, a comparison between the FPE predictions and observations
should possibly validate the model and allow one to estimate the relative weight of the multiplicative
perturbation. In this section, we briefly recall and use some of the results of [17,26,27,32,33] to introduce
an explicit FPE for the PDF of the ROM system.
To be really in a position to distinguish, in the model of Equation (15), between the dynamics of
the ENSO variables (h, TE) and that of the perturbation ξ(t), it is implicitly assumed that there is a time
scale separation and/or a weak interaction between these two subsystems. It is a fact that the dynamics
of the atmosphere forcing triggering the ENSO, which is represented by the term proportional to
the e parameter in Equation (15), has a time scale that is shorter than the time scale of the average
dynamics of the ENSO. Thus, we can say that the autocorrelation time τ of ξ(t) is smaller than the
period and relaxation time of the unperturbed ROM, given by 1/
√
ω2 − λ2/4 and 2/λ, respectively.
Notice that “shorter” does not necessarily mean “extremely shorter”, but if this is the case, under some
conditions about the features of the dynamics of the ξ variable, we can approximate ξ(t) by a white
noise [28,55,56,73], with 〈ξ(0)ξ(t)〉 = 2〈ξ2〉τδ(t). It is a well-known result that if ξ(t) is replaced with
a white noise, Equation (15) becomes equivalent to the following Fokker–Planck Equation (FPE) for
the Probability Density Function (PDF) σ(h, T; t) of the ROM variables (we shall use the Stratonovich
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integration rule for white noise dynamics [74]; hereafter, for the sake of simplicity, we shall use T for
TE and ∂t ≡ ∂/∂t, ∂h ≡ ∂/∂h and ∂T ≡ ∂/∂T):
∂t σ(h, T; t) =
{
ω ∂h T −ω ∂T h + λ ∂T T + D β ∂T(1+ β T)
+ ∂T D (1+ βT)2∂T
}
σ(h, T; t)
=
{
ω ∂h T −ω ∂T h + λ ∂T T − D β ∂T(1+ β T)
+ ∂2T D (1+ βT)
2}σ(h, T; t) (17)
where D ≡ e2〈ξ2〉τ is the “standard” diffusion coefficient.
In the case where the time scale separation between the unperturbed ROM and the fast forcing
is not so extreme, as we have already stressed, we cannot approximate the deterministic forcing ξ(t)
with a white noise, and we have to work with ensembles (i.e., PDF) for which the time evolution
is guided by the Liouvillian corresponding to the equation of motion of the perturbed ROM of
Equation (15). Starting from the Liouville equation, assuming weak perturbation of the ROM (small
e values) and using a projection perturbation approach, it is thus possible to derive an effective FPE
that well approximates the dynamics of the PDF [17] (see also Appendix B for a short summary of the
projection procedure, adapted to the present case of Equation (15)):
∂tσ(h, T; t) =
{
ω ∂h T −ω ∂T h
+ (λ+ D β2) ∂T T + D β ∂T
+ ∂T A(h, T) ∂T + ∂T B(h, T) ∂h
}
σ(h, T; t), (18)
where the decay time τ of the auto-correlation function of ξ is defined in the following way: if
ϕ(t) ≡ 〈ξ(t) ξ(0)〉/〈ξ2〉 is the normalized autocorrelation function of ξ, then τ ≡ ∫ ∞0 ϕ(t)dt. As in [17],
the diffusion functions A(h, T) and B(h, T) are second order polynomials of the ROM variables (h, T):
A(h, T) =A0 + βA1 h + βA2 T
+ β2 A3 hT + β2 A4 T2
B(h, T) =B0 + βB1 h + βB2 T
+ β2B3 hT + β2B4 T2. (19)
As is shown in the Appendix B, the Ai and Bi coefficients are proportional to e2, do not depend on
the β parameter and are linear combinations of the Fourier transform of the function ϕ(t), evaluated
at the frequencies 2Ω and Ω − iλ/2, where Ω ≡ √ω2 − λ2/4 is the effective frequency of the
unperturbed ROM.
From the FPE, it is possible to get all the relevant statistical information about the ENSO variables,
including the T moments and the stationary PDF. From a formal point of view, the FPE in Equation (18)
is a second order Partial Differential Equation (PDE) with the discriminant [75] equal to B(h, T)2/2 ≥ 0;
thus, for non-vanishing B(h, T), this PDE is hyperbolic, and not a parabolic one like the FPE of
Equation (17) derived from a “true” stochastic Markovian process. The diffusion coefficient B(h, T) is
a signature of the finite (i.e., “non infinite”) time scale separation between the dynamics of the system
of interest and that of the booster.
6. Inference of the Statistical Features of the ROM from Observations
6.1. Linear Equation of Motion for the First Two Moments of the ROM and the White Noise Approximation
Using the FPE of Equations (18) and (19), it is easy to obtain a set of closed equations of motion
for the first n-th moments of the ROM. For the moments up to the second ones, we get:
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˙〈h〉 = −ω 〈T〉
˙〈T〉 = (ω+ β2 A3) 〈h〉 − (λ− β2 A4) 〈T〉+ βA0 (20a)
˙〈h2〉 = −2ω 〈hT〉
˙〈hT〉 = (ω+ β2 A3) 〈h2〉
− (λ− β2D) 〈hT〉 − (ω− β2B4) 〈T2〉
+ β (D + A0 − A4) 〈h〉 − βB2 〈T〉+ B0
˙〈T2〉 = 2(ω+ 2β2 A3)〈hT〉 − 2
(
λ− β2 2A4
)
〈T2〉
+ 2β (2A0 + A4) 〈T〉+ 2βA3〈h〉+ 2A0, (20b)
from which (the subscript “s” stands for “stationary”):
〈T〉s =0
〈h〉s =− β A0
β2 A3 +ω
≈ −β A0 (ω− β2 A3) +O(e4) (21)
〈T2〉s = A0
λ− 2 β2 A4
(
1− β
2 A3
β2 A3 +ω
)
≈A0
λ
[
1+ β2
(
2
A4
λ
− A3
ω
)]
+O(e6) ≈ A0
λ
+O(e4)
〈h2〉s − 〈h〉2s =〈T2〉s (22)
Thus, the variance of the stationary PDF can be considered independent of β.
Equation (20a) is equivalent to the equation of motion of a linear dissipative oscillator, with bare
frequency
√
ω2 + β2 A3 and friction coefficient (λ − β2 A4), perturbed by the constant force β A0.
The weak perturbation assumption (small e), together with the fact that β << 1 (see below and [17])
imply that ω + β2 A3 ∼ ω and (λ− β2 A4) ∼ λ. Thus, the equation of motion of the first moment
(Equation (20a)) is very similar to that of the unperturbed (e = 0) ROM (apart from the constant forcing
βA0 that can be disregarded, as we will show shortly). This fact is really important because from a
physical point of view, it gives a sound meaning to the definition of the unperturbed (g = 0) ROM of
Equation (13): it is the dynamical system that corresponds to the “slow” part of the ENSO dynamics.
Concerning the constant force βA0 appearing in Equation (20a), it is not really measurable; in fact,
it is an “artifact” of the final approximation that, from the ROM of Equation (6), leads to Equation (15).
This is clear from the fact that this constant forcing yields a non-vanishing average stationary value
for the thermocline depth anomaly: 〈h〉s ∼ −βA0/ω. To cure this flaw, we should replace h with
h− β A0/ω in Equation (15) or we could add a weak friction term−λhh to the first equation of the ROM
model (15). However, because we shall focus our attention on T, we will leave the ROM unchanged.
Concerning the equations of motion of the second moments (Equation (20b)), we see that they
weakly depend on the B diffusion coefficient. Moreover, using the relationships of Equations (A10),
(A14) and (A15), we have that they mainly depend on β and A0; thus, the dynamics of the second
moments should not depend too much on the time scale separation between the average ROM
dynamics and that of the fast forcing ξ. Estimates of the time scale 1/λ are in the range of 6–12 months.
Assuming an exponential decay of the autocorrelation function of ξ, i.e. ϕ(t) = exp(−t/τ), we can
verify that for τ up to ∼ 3 months, the transport coefficient A has the same structure it has in the limit
of very large time scale separation (τ → 0), namely A(T) ∼ A0 (1 + βT)2 (see Figure 2), and as is
shown in Figure 3, the dynamics of the second moments is almost independent of τ.
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Figure 2. The values of the coefficients A0, A4 and A3 vs. τ for ϕ(t) = exp(−t/τ) for 1/λ = 12 months.
In the shown range 0 months≤ τ ≤ 3 months, A4 ∼ A0 and A3 ∼ 0. We recall that A2 = A4 + A0 and
that A1 = A3. Thus, A ∼ A0(1 + βT)2, which must be compared to A = D(1 + βT)2, which holds
true in the limit of a very large time scale separation between the dynamics of the ROM and that of the
booster (see the text for details).
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Figure 3. Evolution of the variance of T (left), h (center) and of the cross-correlation between T and h,
obtained from Equation (20b) with the Ai and Bi coefficients given by Equations (A7)–(A14), in the
case where 1/λ = 12 month and ϕ(t) = exp(−t/τ), for different values of τ. Solid line: τ = 6 months;
dashed line: τ = 3 months; dotted line: τ = 1 month. Curves for different τ values are very similar.
The results of this section allow us to get two main important conclusions:
1. analyzing only the first and second moments/cumulants/cross-correlation functions of the
observations data, we cannot identify/detect the (possible) nonlinearity due to the interaction
with the atmosphere, in the ENSO system;
2. comparing the first and second moments/cumulants/cross-correlation functions, we obtain from
the FPE of Equation (18) with observations, it would be really hard to determine how small the
time scale τ of decaying of the correlation function of the effective noise perturbing the ROM
is. On the other hand, as has been shown in [17], also for τ → 0, the FPE of Equation (18)
well accounts for the non-Gaussianity of the ENSO statistics. Thus, for the sake of simplicity,
from now on, we shall use the FPE of Equation (17), which is the white noise limit of Equation (18),
even if we are aware of the fact that the time scale separation between the dynamics of the
averaged ROM and that of the fast atmosphere is not so “extreme”.
In the next subsection, we shall analyze Point 1 in detail.
6.2. The Covariance Matrix of the ROM and the Comparison with the ENSO Data
Given the results of the previous subsection, we assume that to describe the statistics of the ENSO,
we can use the simplified FPE of Equation (17), instead of the more general Equation (18). This FPE
must be validated with data from observations.
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To this end, we write again the first equations for the time evolution of the first two moments,
using the FPE Equation (17) (we also use the shift h→ h + βD/ω to ensure that the mean value of the
thermocline depth anomaly is zero):
˙〈h〉 = −ω 〈T〉
˙〈T〉 = ω 〈h〉 − (λ− β2D) 〈T〉 ∼ ω 〈h〉 − λ 〈T〉 (23a)
˙〈h2〉 = −2ω 〈hT〉
˙〈hT〉 = ω 〈h2〉 − (λ− β2D) 〈hT〉 −ω 〈T2〉
∼ ω 〈h2〉 − λ 〈hT〉 −ω 〈T2〉
˙〈T2〉 = 2ω〈hT〉 − 2(λ− 2β2D)〈T2〉+ 4β D〈T〉+ 2D
∼ 2ω〈hT〉 − 2λ 〈T2〉+ 4β D〈T〉+ 2D. (23b)
For the sake of simplicity, in the above equations, we have explicitly made the approximation
of neglecting the terms proportional to β2D, assuming that e  1 and β  1. The validity of this
assumption will be shown later. In any case, these approximations could be weakened without
affecting the derivation below. From the above equations, we get the following stationary first and
second moments:
〈h〉s = 〈T〉s = 0
〈h2〉s = 〈T2〉s ∼ D
λ
. (24)
The values of the ratio D/λ can be obtained from the observations with a very good accuracy.
According to Equation (24), D/λ can be inferred from the variance σ2 = 〈T2〉s of the Niño 3 time series,
leading to D/λ ∼ 0.8 (we recall that D ≡ e2〈ξ2〉τ is the “standard” diffusion coefficient). For the other
coefficients in the FPE of Equation (17), we focus our attention on the elements of the covariance matrix
〈x(t)y(0)〉s, where “x” and “y” can be either h or T. We note that by definition, we have:
〈x(t)y(0)〉s = 〈
(
eL
+
FPEtx
)
y〉s (25)
where L+FPE is the adjoint of the Liouvillian defined by the FPE of Equation (17). Thus, the evolutions
(eL
+
FPEth) and (eL
+
FPEtT) are solutions of the differential equations for the lowest order moments of
Equation (23a). Because Equation (23a) is linear, the solutions will be linear combinations of h and T:(
eL
+
FPEth
)
= ah,h(t) h + ah,T(t) T(
eL
+
FPEtT
)
= aT,h(t) h + aT,T(t) T (26)
where:
ah,h(t) = e−
λ
2 u
[
cos(Ω u) +
λ
2
sin(Ω u)
Ω
]
ah,T(t) = −e−
λ
2 u ω
sin(Ω u)
Ω
aT,h(t) = −ah,T(t)
aT,T(t) = e−
λ
2 u
[
cos(Ω u)− λ
2
sin(Ω u)
Ω
]
. (27)
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Exploiting Equation (26), Equation (25) becomes:
〈h(t)h(0)〉s =〈h2〉s ah,h(t)
〈T(t)h(0)〉s =〈h2〉s aT,h(t)
〈h(t)T(0)〉s =〈T2〉s ah,T(t)
〈T(t)T(0)〉s =〈T2〉s aT,T(t) (28)
where (see Equation (24)) 〈T2〉s = 〈h2〉s ∼ D/λ ∼ 0.8± 0.3. In Figure 4, we show the time evolution
of the elements of the correlation matrix obtained from observations and the best fit obtained with
Equation (27). This best fit yields values of ω = 2pi /48 month−1 and λ = 1/10 month−1, but the
residuals of these fitting functions are quite large. For that, in the same figure, we also insert the plot of
the same functions of Equation (27), but with the ROM coefficients given by ω = 2pi /48 month−1 and
λ = 1/12 month−1, which, as we shall see later, well agree also with other aspects of the data analysis.
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Figure 4. Correlation matrix 〈x(t)y(0)〉s/〈y2〉s, where “x” and “y” can be either h or T. Solid line: from
the NOAA data (the h values are taken from [76] and refer to the anomalies of the Volume of Warm
Water (WWV) in the basin 120◦ E–80◦ W, 5◦ S–5◦ N, in the time range from January 1982–December
2017). Dashed line, from the Fokker–Planck Equation (FPE) of the Recharge Oscillator Model (ROM),
i.e., from Equations (27) and (28) in the case where ω = 2pi/48 month−1 and λ = 1/12 month−1.
Dotted line: a fit with the same functions of Equations (27) and (28).
After the above results, it is not surprising that also the power spectrum analysis of the Niño 3 data
shown in Figure 5 does not allow us to infer the non-Gaussian character of the ENSO statistics. In fact,
although in Figure 5, the power spectrum is evaluated directly as the periodogram of the observed
Niño 3 index, it is well known that it is directly related to the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function of T, which, in our ROM with CAM forcing, does not depend on β (see Equations (27) and (28)).
From a quantitative point of view, the comparison of the observed and theoretical spectra in Figure 5
confirms the already found values for the unperturbed ROM parameters: ω = 2pi /48 month−1,
λ = 1/10 month−1.
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Figure 5. Solid blue line: periodogram of the Niño 3 data from NOAA evaluated averaging over
non-overlapping partitions of length 300 months. Dashed black line: theoretical power spectrum of an
ROM with ω = 2pi /48 month−1, λ = 1/10 month−1 and additive white noise perturbation.
6.3. Signatures of a Nonlinear Perturbation: Skewed Stationary PDF and High Frequency of Strong Events
As we have already noticed, if we focused on the first and second moments of the ENSO, we
would not be able to estimate the value of the parameter β responsible for the nonlinearity of the
perturbed ROM of Equation (15) (or the FPE of Equation (17)). To infer the value of the β parameter,
we have to focus our attention on the non-Gaussian character of the ENSO statistics; hence, we have to
evaluate the stationary PDF of the FPE of Equation (17). Although this FPE is simplified with respect
to the more general one (Equation (18)), the exact stationary PDF is not known. It has been shown
in [17], using a reasonable ansatz, that it is possible to obtain the following analytic expression for the
reduced stationary PDF of the sole T variable (see also Appendix C):
ps(T) = β fµ
(
µ− 2
1+ βT
)
for T > −1/β
ps(T) = 0 for T ≤ −1/β, (29)
µ ≡ 1+ λ
Dβ2
, (30)
where the Gamma-like density function fµ(x) is defined as:
fµ(x) ≡ 1
(µ− 2)Γ(µ− 1) e
−xxµ, (31)
in which Γ(a) is the standard complete Gamma function. This stationary PDF depends only on the
value of the β parameter that controls the relative intensity of the multiplicative part of the perturbation
and on the ratio D/λ via the µ parameter of Equation (30). Notice that, as shown in Equation (24),
D/λ is the stationary variance of T. It is easy to check analytically that in the limit β → 0 and D/λ
fixed, the stationary PDF in Equations (29)–(31) becomes a standard Gaussian, with the same variance
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D/λ. However, for β 6= 0, the stationary PDF is clearly non-Gaussian. In fact, for large positive T, it
has a “power law” tail that makes it possible to have large fluctuations of positive values of T (strong
El Niño events). From Equation (30), we have that the µ parameter, which controls the behavior of this
“heavy” tail of the stationary PDF, strongly depends on the value of the β parameter. The maximum
of the stationary PDF is found at Tmax = −2/(βµ) ≈ −2β D/λ; for fixed D/λ, it is proportional to β.
The probability of strong negative values of T (La Niña events) is largely reduced, and it is null for
temperatures smaller than the threshold Tmin = −1/β.
This skewed stationary PDF for T fits well the data from observations (see Figure 1) with β = 0.2
and D/λ = 0.8 (µ = 32.7). The value for D/λ is in agreement with the range of values we have already
obtained for the variance of the ROM; hence, from now on, we set D/λ = 0.8 and β = 0.2.
From the FPE of Equation (17) and using the same ansatz that leads to the stationary PDF in
Equations (29)–(31), it is also possible to obtain an analytical expression for the mean First Passage Time
(FPT) for the ENSO events [77] and to compare these results with the observations. More precisely,
we are interested in the average time we have to wait for the onset of a “strong” El Niño event, starting
from a “neutral” initial condition defined as the case when the temperature Ti has a value in the range
−0.5 ≤ Ti ≤ 0.5. As depicted in Figure 6, “strong” El Niño events are identified by the criterion
T > 1.5. Thus, the FPT is defined as the time δt(Ti|Ttg) when T(t) first crosses a given target Ttg,
starting from the initial value Ti (see Figure 7). However, if T(t) is a stochastic process, repeating many
times the same “experiment” should lead to different values for δt(Ti|Ttg), so that the FPT itself is a
stochastic process, with its own PDF. We indicate with tn(Ti|Ttg) the nth moment of the PDF of the
FPT. Of course, the mean FPT is given by t1(Ti|Ttg). As we have shown in [77], we have:
t1(Ti|Ttg) =
 2ps(T) β2λ
M
[
1,−(µ− 2),− µ−2βT+1
]
βT + 1

Ttg
Ti
, (32)
where {g(x)}ba ≡ g(b)− g(a) and M [1, α, y] is the Kummers (generalized hypergeometric) function
of the first kind with the first argument equal to one. We plot Equation (32) in Figure 8 to show the
dependence of the mean FPT on Ttg for different values of the λ parameter.
From this figure, we see that λ = 1/12 months−1, i.e., a value at the lower end of the expected λ
range, provides the best agreement between observational estimates and our analytic result for the
mean FPT. With λ = 1/12 months−1, the mean FPT for intermediate target temperatures, obtained
from Equation (32), is in the range of 2–7 years, in good agreement with the observed intervals
between intermediate El Niño events. Apart from the inverse proportionality relationship with the
relaxation coefficient λ, it is also clear that the average FPT has a strong sensitivity to the value of
the β parameter (once the variance σ2 ∼ D/λ is kept fixed, the µ parameter depends only on β as
∼ 1/β2). In Figure 9, we compare the average FPT of Equation (32) with the values obtained through
the numerical integration of the stochastic differential equation equivalent to the FPE of Equation (17)
using β = 0.2. We can see that there is a good agreement between the analytical and numerical
solutions. In the same figure, we also show the analytical solutions of the average FPT in the case
of a pure additive perturbation (β = 0, in which case, the reduced stationary PDF for the T variable
is Gaussian) and for β = 0.3. For weak to intermediate El Niño events (Ttg ≤ 1.5), the average FPT
depends weakly on β. However, the sensitivity to β clearly emerges in the case of strong and very
strong events. In particular, the purely additive forcing leads to average FPT that are many orders of
magnitude larger than those obtained with β = 0.2 (note the logarithmic scale in the ordinate of the
graph), while in the case of β = 0.3, the FPTs are shorter at large Ttg.
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Notice that strong and very strong ENSO are extreme events, and as such, they are rare, so that it
is not possible to have a sufficiently large observational sample size to validate in detail the analytical
results. In fact, we do not use these extreme events to estimate the value of β (β = 0.2 has been
estimated by fitting to data the theoretical PDF of Equation (29), and it is compatible with both the
observed negative value for the maximum of the PDF and its kurtosis). The other way around, we
can use our analytical solution with β = 0.2 as a reasonable extrapolation of the mean FPT for these
strong or very strong El Niños, and the fact that this extrapolation fits well to the (few) available data
is encouraging.
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Figure 6. The month averaged Niño 3 data from January 1949–February 2016. Data are from the Tokyo
Climate Center, WMO Regional Climate Centers (RCCs) [78]. In green, we highlight a segment of the
time series to illustrate the First Passage Time (FPT) δt(Ti, Ttg) for a given target temperature anomaly
Ttg (here, Ttg = 1.5), starting from an initial neutral temperature Ti (−0.5 ≤ Ti ≤ 0.5). See also the text
and Figure 7 for details about the FPT.
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Figure 7. The first passage time δt(Ti, Ttg) for a target temperature anomaly of Ttg = 1.5 is defined as
the first time the fluctuating temperature T(t) crosses the threshold Ttg (1.5 in this case), starting from
an initial temperature Ti (that we will choose in the range −0.5 ≤ Ti ≤ 0.5, corresponding to neutral
ENSO conditions).
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Figure 8. The mean FPT for different values of the λ parameter, vs. the target temperature, obtained
using Equation (32), compared with observations (circles). The values of β and µ have been fixed by
fitting the stationary PDF of Equations (29)–(31) to Niño 3 from [50]: β = 0.2 and µ = 32.7 (see the
text for details). Dashed line: λ = 1/6 month−1, dotted-dashed line λ = 1/8 month−1, solid line
λ = 1/12 month−1. In the inset, a zoom of the same graphs, where the gray background emphasizes
the range of 2–7 years and 1.0 ≤ T ≤ 1.6, corresponding to the typical recurring time interval for
intermediate El Niño events. Notice how the curve obtained with λ = 1/12 month−1 falls better than
the others in this zone.
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Figure 9. Semi-log plot of the average FPT as a function of the target temperature Ttg, for λ =
1/12 month−1 and σ2 = D/λ = 0.8 (see the text for details). Thick and thin solid lines show analytical
solutions from Equation (32) with β = 0.2 and β = 0.3, respectively; while the thick dashed line is for
the case β = 0, corresponding to the pure additive forcing of the ROM (in this case, the stationary PDF is
the Gaussian). Circles: the average FPT from Niño 3 data from NOAA [50]. Crosses: average FPT from
numerical simulations of the Îto SDE corresponding to the FPE of Equation (17) [79]: dh = −ωT dt;
dT = (−ωh + Dβ)dt− (λ− Dβ2)Tdt +√D(1+ βT), dW, where W is a Wiener process, β = 0.2, and
ω = 2pi/48 month−1.
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6.4. Inferring the FPE Coefficients from Data
The results of the previous sections validate the FPE of Equation (17) with parameters ω = 2pi
/48 month−1, λ = 1/12 month−1 and D/λ = 0.8. However, at least in principle, there is a way to
infer the transport coefficients of an FPE directly from data. For that purpose, let us rewrite the FPE of
Equation (17) in the following way:
∂tσ(h, T; t) =
{
−∂h Gh(h, T)− ∂T GT(h, t) + ∂2T A(T)
}
σ(h, T; t), (33)
where (as in Equation (23) we used the transformation h→ h + βD/ω to eliminate the mean value of
the thermocline depth anomaly):
A(T) ≡D(1+ β T)2
GT(h, T) ≡ω h− (λ− D β2) T
Gh(h, T) ≡−ω T. (34)
It is well known that given the FPE of Equation (17), the drift and diffusion coefficients can
be inferred using their statistical definitions as conditional first and second moments of the process
increments [80–82]:
A(T) =
1
2
lim
δt→0
1
δt
∫ ∞
−∞
(T − T′)2P(h′, T′|h, T; δt)dh′dT′ (35a)
GT(h, T) = lim
δt→0
1
δt
∫ ∞
−∞
(T − T′)P(h′, T′|h, T; δt)dh′dT′ (35b)
Gh(h, T) = lim
δt→0
1
δt
∫ ∞
−∞
(h− h′)P(h′, T′|h, T; δt)dh′dT′, (35c)
in which P(h′, T′|h, T; δt) is the conditional probability to go from (h, T) to (h′, T′) in an infinitesimal
time δt. From a practical viewpoint, the above expressions are obtained from the expectation values
of the first (Equations (35b) and (35c)) and second (Equation (35a)) moments of the difference of two
subsequent Niño 3 values, where the time step is δt = 1 month. Because the duration of the h time
series is too short to obtain a reliable two-dimensional PDF (note that for h, we use the “proxy” given
by the anomalies in the volume of Warm Water (WWV) in the basin 120◦ E–80◦ W, 5◦ S–5◦ N, in the
time range from January 1982–December 2017, taken from [76]), we focus our attention only on the
T variable, i.e., we work only with the observed Niño 3 index. This means that we disregard the
drift coefficient of Equation (35c), and for each T value, when we evaluate the expectation of the
first and second moments of the process increments of T, we automatically average over h at fixed T.
This average over the h variable does not affect the diffusion coefficient of Equation (35a), thus,
E[(T(t + δt)− T(t))2]
2 δt
= A(T) = D(1+ β T)2, (36)
while for the drift coefficient of Equation (35b), we have:
E[T(t + δt)− T(t)]
δt
= 〈GT(h, T)〉T,s ≡ω 〈h〉T,s − λ T + α e21 β (1+ β T)
∼− (λ− D β2) T ' −λ T, (37)
where 〈...〉T,s means the conditional stationary average at fixed T, and in the second line, we have
exploited the ansatz introduced in [17] (see also Appendix C).
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The functions in Equations (36) and (37)) correspond to the diffusion and drift coefficients,
respectively, of the following reduced FPE for the T variable:
∂t p(T; t) =
{
(λ− D β2)∂TT + ∂2T D(1+ βT)2
}
p(T; t), (38)
that is, the same FPE we would obtain directly by using the already cited ansatz introduced in [17],
in the FPE of Equations (17)–(34). In Figure 10, we see that from the Niño 3 data, the expectation value,
E[T(t + δt)− T(t)] looks as a linear function of T, supporting again the view of a linear unperturbed
ROM, and the linear fit is very close to −λ T with λ = 1/12 month−1, the same values we have
obtained from the mean FPT analysis of the previous subsection.
Concerning the diffusion coefficient, evaluated as in Equation (35a), we see from Figure 11 that
the expectation value E[(T(t + δt) − T(t))2]/2 is compatible with the square dependence on T of
Equation (36), but the the uncertainty is large. This large uncertainty is due to the nonlinear nature
of A(T), which makes the fitting process strongly dependent on large T values where the statistics is
poor. The large value of the E[(T(t+ δt)− T(t))2]/2 for large negative T (∼ −2) suggests that β could
be quite larger than 0.2 (leading to a diffusion term more symmetric with respect to zero compared
with the case β = 0.2); however, in this case, it would be necessary to add another noise term, additive
and uncorrelated with the CAM one,to explain the other results so far presented. Actually, this is the
perturbation already introduced in Equation (16), and the corresponding diffusion coefficient is shown
in the same Figure 11 as a dashed green line. The case where an additional uncorrelated noise is added
to the present perturbed ROM will be deeply analyzed in a forthcoming work.
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0.8
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T
[T(t+δt)-T(t)]E
Figure 10. Dots: the expectation value E[T(t + δt)− T(t)] where δt = 1 month, of the Niño 3 data
from NOAA [50]compared with the drift coefficient 〈GT(h, T)〉T,s ' −λT (see Equation (37)), in the
cases where the coefficient λ is obtained as the the best fit to the data (dashed green line), from which
λ = 1/13.7 month−1, close to the case where λ = 1/12 month−1 (solid red line) that corresponds to
the value obtained fitting the correlation functions and the average timing of the ENSO events (see the
text for details). Gray dashed line: number of observed events for each value of T, scaled by a factor
1/76 in the vertical axes. For large absolute values of T, the spreading of the data around the linear fit
increases because the number of registered ENSO events decreases (e.g., just one for T = −2).
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Figure 11. Dots: the expectation value E[(T(t + δt)− T(t))2]/2 where δt = 1 month, of the Niño 3
data from NOAA [50]. Solid red line: diffusion term A(T) = D(1+ β T)2 (see Equation (36)), where
β = 0.2 and D = σ2 λ = 0.07 month−1 (see the text for details). Gray dashed line: the number of
observed events for each value of T, scaled by a factor 1/160 in the vertical axes. The points for extreme
events are not that close to the red line, but in these cases, the statistics is also really poor. Green dotted
line, function D(1+ β T)2 + D1, with the following figures obtained from the fit to the data with fit
parameters β and D (D1 = σ2λ−D to ensure a fixed variance of the PDF): β = 0.9, D = 0.011 month−1
and D1 = σ2λ− D = 0.07 month−1−0.011 month−1 = 0.059 month−1.
7. Discussion and Conclusions
Starting from the fact that the ENSO statistics has some clear non- Gaussian features, in this
paper, we use the results of some recent papers, and we analyze further the statistics of the ENSO,
with the specific goal of discussing which non-linear dynamics might be responsible for them. Thus,
as in [17], we work with the Fokker–Planck Equation (FPE) for the PDFof the ROM variables,
but here aiming at the search for nonlinearities. In this simplified model, we consider two possible
sources of nonlinearities: nonlinearity in the dynamics of the unperturbed ROM and a nonlinear (i.e.,
multiplicative) fast perturbation of the ROM.
Comparison with observations leads to the conclusion that a possibly nonlinear interaction
between the internal ROM variables cannot be inherently the cause of the observed non-Gaussianity,
which instead is well reproduced assuming a linear ROM with a nonlinear chaotic perturbation.
The hypothesis of nonlinear interaction between the unperturbed ROM and the fast forcing is
strongly supported by the comparison between observations and theoretical results (stationary PDF
and average FPT) for values of T where the number of observation data is statistically relevant (weak
and intermediate ENSO).
It is noticeable that extrapolating this result also for large T, the heavy tail of the PDF leads to
relatively short recurring times of strong ENSO, which still fit well to the few observations and that
are orders of magnitude smaller than those we would have in the Gaussian case.
In Section 6.4 for the first time, observation data are used to infer directly the FPE coefficients.
In this way, we are able to validate once more the assumption of a linear internal dynamics of the ROM
(Figure 10) and of a non-constant diffusion (Figure 11) coefficient. At a quantitative level, however,
the exact relationship between T and the diffusion coefficient is difficult to determine in this way
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because nonlinearities become important in the large T range (rare events), where the statistics is rather
poor (dashed line in Figure 11).
We can conclude that the nonlinear interaction between the fast and slow modes of the ENSO
gives a substantial contribution to the non-Gaussianity of the ENSO statistics. However, further
work is necessary to better quantify the nonlinear nature of the perturbation, which is related to the
nonlinear diffusion coefficient of the FPE. For example, from observations, we see that the expectation
value E[(T(t + δt)− T(t))2]/2, which should reproduce the functional dependence of the diffusion
coefficient with respect to the T variable, is compatible with the CAM diffusion term A(T) = D(1+
βT)2 of Equation (36) with a small beta (β ∼ 0.2), but also with the case where there is another diffusion
coefficient D1, in this case constant. In fact, it turns out that the sum D1 + A(T) fits to the data, as
well as A(T) alone (see in Figure 11), but with an increased value for β and a decreased value for
D (the sum D + D1 must be kept fixed to preserve the value of the variance). Thus, to be able to
define the actual D1 and β values, we should increase the sample size used for the fitting process,
for example using longer time series from century-long reanalysis products (CERA 20C, https://
www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/archive-datasets/reanalysis-datasets/cera-20c) and/or proxy
data (networks of precipitation, tree-rings, corals and ice core records) that can help extend the time
series back in time some hundreds of years [83]. Another point that deserves more investigation is
the role of the weak nonlinearity in the interaction between the ROM variables h and T, under the
current assumption of the nonlinear perturbation. In fact, in Section 3, we have assumed a linear (i.e.,
additive) perturbation to show that the internal nonlinearities cannot be the cause of the observed
non-Gaussianity of the Niño 3 PDF. However, how much does the internal nonlinearity affect the PDF
in the case of a nonlinear interaction? This is not a trivial question because, as we have shown in this
paper, the nonlinear interaction leads to a much slower decay of the PDF, with respect to the linear
(i.e., additive) case, and the tails of the PDF are where the small nonlinear terms can emerge. These are
all issues on which we are currently working.
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Appendix A. Validation of the Linear Relationship between the Wind Stress and TE
Equation (4) is an assumption that agrees with observations, as shown in the following. The wind
stress is considered proportional to the square of the wind velocity at 10 m from the sea surface, taken
from [61]. Figure A1 shows the equatorial zonal (i.e., averaged over 5◦ S–5◦ N) wind velocity for
different longitudes. We see that very close to the Americas’ coasts (81◦ W), the direction of the wind
flips from trade wind to westerly. This is due to the thermal gradient we have when we pass from
the cold East Pacific Equatorial Ocean to the warm Central American lands. Thus, for the wind stress
τs of Equation (4), we use the anomaly (i.e., 1948–2018 mean removed) of the equatorial zonal wind
stress averaged in the longitude interval 180◦ W–120◦ W. The fluctuating quantity τs is divided into
slow (τs,slow) and fast (τs, f ast) components. The τs,slow data are obtained from the one-year average of
τs data, while τs, f ast ≡ τs − τs,slow. Then:
(1) From Figure A2, we clearly see that the time behaviors of τs,slow and TE,slow are similar (of course,
some lag remains between the wind stress, which is a a forcing term, and the ocean reaction);
(2) From Figure A3, we see that the plot of the cross-correlation between τs,slow and TE,slow vs. time
(in moths) is very similar to the plot of the autocorrelation of TE,slow (notice the little time offset
between these two plots, indicating the fact that the one-year time average has not completely
hidden the cause-effect relationship between τs,slow and TE,slow). Moreover, from the insert of the
same figure, we see that the average relationship between τs,slow and TE,slow is mainly linear, with
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a small dispersion of the data around the linear fit (quantities are normalized by the standard
deviation of the quantities from observations):
τs ≡ τs,slow + τs, f ast = k TE + τs, f ast. (A1)
The above two arguments strongly support the hypothesis expressed by Equation (4).
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Figure A1. 5N–5S averaged zonal wind for different longitudes. Data from NOAA [61].
Appendix B. Very Short Review of the Projection Approach Applied to the ROM
In the present work, we study the same ROM considered in [17]; however, we do not use the
FPE in Equations (3) and (4) of [17] because of a marginal mistake: a missing additive term in the
FPE, which here we want to fix. Thus, for the reader’s convenience, in the following, we give a short
summary of the projection procedure adapted to the present case.
The idea of this approach is to assume that the fast fluctuating force ξ(t) has a deterministic
nature, namely that the ROM of Equation (15) is just a part of a set of equations describing a larger
deterministic system:
h˙ = −ω T
T˙ = ω h− λT + e ξ(1+ βT)
ξ˙ = F (ξ,pi)
p˙i = Q (ξ,pi) . (A2)
Using the terminology of the projection approach [27,66,84], the ROM is viewed as the “system of
interest” (or system a), while (ξ,pi) represents the booster system (or “rest of the system” or system b),
namely a set of general chaotic and fast variables, e.g., the MJO and WWB [85–89], which, perturbing
the ROM, activate the El Niño/La Niña phenomena and which obey some unspecified equations
of motion expressed by the generic functions F (ξ,pi) and Q (ξ,pi). The value of the parameter e
determines the intensity of the perturbation to the ROM. For e = 0, the first two lines of Equation (A2)
define the unperturbed system of interest (or unperturbed ROM).
We stress that we leave unspecified the exact expressions of the functions F (ξ,pi) and Q (ξ,pi),
representing the equation of motion for the booster, because we do not need to know them in detail
(the booster typically will be a nonlinear chaotic system); it is enough that they satisfy some specific
assumptions, as detailed in the following.
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More generally, the interaction between the ROM and the booster should be bi-directional: the
booster equation of motion should be affected by the dynamics of the ROM: F = F (ξ,pi, e R(h, T))
and Q = Q (ξ,pi, e R(h, T)). The function e R(h, T) is the “reaction” force of the ROM variables on the
MJO/WWB system. However, for the sake of simplicity, we shall consider hereafter e R(h, T) = 0 as
in [17]. The feedback term can be included following the general approach of [26,33]. The goal is to
describe the statistics of the part of interest. We start from the following Langevin equation for the
PDF ρ(h, T, ξ,pi; t) of the total system:
∂tρ(h, T, ξ,pi; t) = {La + eLIξ +Lb} ρ(h, T, ξ,pi; t) (A3)
where the unperturbed and perturbation Liouville operators are given by:
La = ω ∂h T −ω ∂T h + λ ∂TT
LI = −∂T(1+ β T), (A4)
respectively. In Equation (A3), we do not write the explicit expression of the Liouville operator Lb of
the booster because it is related to the unknown functions F (ξ,pi) and Q (ξ,pi).
We are interested in obtaining a Fokker–Plank Equation (FPE) for the reduced (or marginal) PDF
of the system of interest, given by σ(h, T; t) ≡ ∫ ρ(h, T, ξ,pi; t)dξdpi. Introducing the projection
operator, P · · · ≡ ℘b(ξ,pi)
∫
dξdpi · · · , where ℘b is the stationary PDF of the booster, defined
by ℘b(ξ,pi) | Lb℘b(ξ,pi) = 0, we have: σ(h, T; t) = 1/℘b(ξ,pi) × Pρ(h, T, ξ,pi; t). Following
the Zwanzig-like formal projection approach in the perturbation version of [64–66] to the lowest
non-vanishing order on the coupling parameter e, the time evolution of σ(h, T; t) is governed by the
following integro-differential equation:
∂tσ(h, T; t) = La σ(x; t)
+ e2 〈ξ2〉b
{
LI
∫ ∞
0
du ϕ(u) eLauLIe−Lau
}
σ(h, T; t) (A5)
In the above equation, ϕ(u) is the normalized auto-correlation function of the booster variable ξ
and 〈ξ2〉b is the variance of ξ (without any loss of generality, we assumed 〈ξ〉b = 0). A very important
outcome of Equation (A5) is that we can group all the possible booster dynamical systems in different
classes of equivalence, where all the boosters belonging to the same class give rise to the same statistical
properties for a given system of interest. In fact, the FPE depends only on the booster autocorrelation
function 〈ξ2〉bϕ(u): different dynamical systems that share the same autocorrelation function belong
to the same booster class of equivalence. Given Equation (A4), we can rewrite Equation (A5) as:
∂tσ(h, T; t) =
{
∂hω T − ∂Tω h + λ ∂TT
+ β e2 〈ξ2〉b τ ∂T(1+ β T)
+ e2 〈ξ2〉b ∂T(1+ β T)
×
∫ ∞
0
du ϕ(u)
(
1+ β Ta(h, t;−u)
)
eLau∂Te−Lau
}
σ(h, T; t), (A6)
where we have used the identity ∂T(1+ β T) = (1+ β T)∂T + β (this last term was the cited missed one
in [17], and it is not vanishing when the interaction with the booster is not Hamiltonian, as in the present
case), and we have introduced the decay time of the booster autocorrelation function as τ ≡ ∫ ∞0 duϕ(u).
Moreover, in the above equation, we have exploited the result exp[Lau]T exp[−Lau] = Ta(h, t;−u)
(see for example Equations (31) and (32) of [27]), where Ta(h, t;−u) and ha(h, t;−u) (for further use)
are the unperturbed (e = 0) back time evolution for a time u of the T and the h variables, respectively,
starting from the initial condition (u = 0) given by Ta(h, t; 0) = T and ha(h, t; 0) = h.
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In the case where there is an extremely large time scale separation between the dynamics of
the unperturbed ROM and the forcing atmosphere, the autocorrelation function ϕ(u) decays so fast,
with respect to the typical time scale of the unperturbed ROM, that we can make the following
approximations: Ta(h, t;−u) ∼ T and eLau∂Te−Lau ∼ ∂T . Thus, in this case, from Equation (A6), we
obtain the standard result of the theory of stochastic Markovian processes [74], namely the FPE of
Equation (17).
More in general, Equation (A6) gives the transport coefficients A(h, T) and B(h, T) of Equation (18),
also for the cases where we do not assume such stringent assumptions about the time scale separation
between the unperturbed ROM and the fast atmosphere. These have been already given in the
Supporting Information of [17], by making a link with some final results of [27]. We mention only
the fact that the most troublesome problem in order to get A(h, T) and B(h, T) from Equation (A6)
is to manipulate the compound of operators exp[Lau]∂T exp[−Lau]. For that, we refer the reader to
the results of [33] and (for a more general approach to the Lie evolution of differential operators) to
the more recent work of [32]. Here, we report the final result, which is given by Equation (19), where
(D ≡ e2〈ξ2〉bτ):
A0 =
D
τ
∫ ∞
0
du ϕ(u)e−
λ
2 u
[
cos(Ωu)− λ
2Ω
sin(Ωu)
]
=
D
τ
{
< [ϕˆ(Ω− iλ/2)] + λ
2Ω
= [ϕˆ(Ω− iλ/2)]
} (A7)
A1 = −Dτ
ω
2Ω
∫ ∞
0
du ϕ(u)
[
λ
2Ω
cos(2Ωu) + sin(2Ωu)
]
+
D
τ
ωλ
4Ω2
∫ ∞
0
ϕ(u)du
= −D
τ
ω
2Ω
{
λ
2Ω
< [ϕˆ(2Ω)]−= [ϕˆ(2Ω)]
}
+ D
ωλ
4Ω2
(A8)
A4 =
D
τ
∫ ∞
0
du ϕ(u)
[
ω2(1+ cos(2Ωu)− λ
2
2
]
1
2Ω2
= D
(
1− ω
2
2Ω2
)
+
D
τ
ω2
2Ω2
< [ϕˆ(2Ω)]
(A9)
A2 = A4 + A0, A3 = A1 (A10)
B0 = −D
τ
ω
Ω
∫ ∞
0
du ϕ(u)e−
λ
2 u sin(Ωu)
=
D
τ
ω
Ω
= [ϕˆ(Ω− iλ/2)]
(A11)
B1 = −Dτ
ω2
2Ω2
∫ ∞
0
du ϕ(u) cos(2Ωu)
+
D
τ
ω2
2Ω2
∫ ∞
0
ϕ(u)du
= −D
τ
ω2
2Ω2
< [ϕˆ(2Ω)] + D ω
2
2Ω2
(A12)
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B4 = −Dτ
ω
2Ω
∫ ∞
0
du ϕ(u)
[
sin(2Ωu)− λ
Ω
cos(2Ωu)
]
− D
τ
λ
2
ω
Ω2
∫ ∞
0
ϕ(u)du
=
D
τ
ω
2Ω
{
λ
Ω
< [ϕˆ(2Ω)] += [ϕˆ(2Ω)]
}
− D λ
2
ω
Ω2
(A13)
B2 = B4 + B0, B3 = B1, (A14)
with τ = < [ϕˆ(0)], and the symbols =[. . .] and <[. . .] stand for the imaginary and the real part of [. . .],
respectively, and the hat over the function ϕ means the Fourier transform of this function, having
assumed ϕ(t) = 0 for t < 0: ϕˆ(α) ≡ ∫ ∞0 exp[−iαu]ϕ(u)du. The following equalities hold:
A4 + B3 = D, A2 + B1 = A0 + D. (A15)
In the limit of large time scale separation between the ROM and the fast booster, we can use the
approximations < [ϕˆ(xΩ)] ∼ < [ϕˆ(0)] = τ and = [ϕˆ(xΩ)] ∼ = [ϕˆ(0)] = 0 in Equations (A7)–(A13),
and we obtain the standard FPE for an oscillator perturbed by a white noise, given in Equation (17).
Appendix C. The Ansatz and the Stationary PDF
Here, we review Appendix B of [17], to find the reduced stationary PDF for the T variable. We start
from the FPE of Equation (17), which, after the shift h→ h + βD/ω, which annuls the mean value of
the anomaly thermocline depth, becomes the FPE of Equations (33) and (34). Because we are interested
only in the reduced PDF for the T variable, we integrate the h variable in the FPE of Equations (33)
and (34), to obtain (we remind again that D ≡ e2〈ξ2〉bτ):
∂t p(T; t) = −ω ∂T〈h〉T +
{
(λ− Dβ2)∂TT + ∂2T D(1+ βT)2
}
p(T; t), (A16)
where p(T; t) ≡ ∫ σ(h, T; t)dh is the reduced PDF for the T variable and 〈h〉T ≡ ∫ hσ(h, T; t)dh is the
conditional average value of the h variable (note: ps(T) ≡
∫
σs(h, T)dh). Because ω ∼ 0.13 and λ ∼ 0.1,
we are neither in the under-damped, nor in the over-damped standard cases where it is possible to
reduce the two-dimensional FPE to the one-dimensional type [42,65,90]. However, we take advantage
of the fact that here, we focus our attention on the stationary PDF of the reduced FPE, for which
∂p(T; t)/∂t = 0 in Equation (A16). Thus, observing that the relations among the stationary first and
second moments of the h and T variables that we obtain from Equation (23) are the same for the case
of a stochastic damped linear oscillator (see also B_16), we make the following ansatz:
〈h〉T,s = 〈h〉s ps(T) = 0 (A17)
where the former equality represents the ansatz.
Inserting Equation (A17) in the FPE of Equation (A16), imposing the condition of vanishing
current and using the definition µ ≡ 1+ λ/(D β2), we obtain:
β(2+ µ βT) ps(T) + (1+ βT)2∂T ps(T) = 0. (A18)
From the previous equation, we get two results: the stationary PDF has a maximum (i.e., the
T derivative vanishes) for T = −2/(βµ) = −2βD/(λ+ D β2); the stationary PDF must vanish for
T = −1/β (and for lesser values as well, for obvious physical reasons). As already noted in [17], from
Equation (23), for (λ− 2β2D) > 0 (namely, for µ > 3), the equation of motion of the first and second
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order moments of the ROM converge to a finite value for t → ∞. It is not difficult to check that the
same constraint ensures that also the solution of the FPE of Equation (17) converges, for t→ ∞, to a
finite (normalizable) stationary PDF. Thus, under the assumption that µ > 3, from Equation (A18), we
get the stationary PDF given in Equation (29).
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Figure A2. Plot of the 13-month averaged Niño 3 data (blues solid line) and of the 13-month averaged
wind stress anomaly (dashed red line). Quantities are normalized by their respective standard
deviations. The Niño 3 data are from [50], while the wind stress is proportional to the square of
the wind velocity, where the wind data are from [61]. The wind stress has been averaged on the
equatorial strip defined by (5◦ S–5◦ N) × (120◦ W–180◦ W).
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Figure A3. Blue solid line: normalized auto-correlation of the one-year averaged Niño 3 index:
〈TE,slow(0)TE,slow(t)〉s/〈TE,slow(0)TE,slow(0)〉s. Red-dashed line: cross-correlation between the τs,slow
and TE,slow, normalized with the initial value: 〈τs,slow(0)TE,slow(t)〉s/〈τs,slow(0)TE,slow(0)〉s. We can
see that they are very similar to each other. Insert: τs,slow vs. TE,slow (red dots). Data from
NOAA [50](Niño 3) and [61] (wind).
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